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PROPAGATION OF SOUND IN LIQUIDS AND VISCOSITY
By G. SU RYAN
(Received inr piiblicalioii, September 7,1941)
ABSTRACT. An empirical relation ii=-Cr;V i.s Kiven bctwecji .sound velocity (v) and 
nveohily (u) of liquid.s Tlic propagation of .sound in lii|iiid.s is di.srussed on Uir basis of energy
(iMiisfeTCnee l>c'Uveen nioleniles 'Jbe relation between .sound \eloeitv and molecular
II-'
di.imetcr (a l i.s also deduced theoretirallv therefrom. Tbe relation «  V  follows fiorn above
Dispersion of acoustic velocity witb frequency is sbowii to be true from tlie. theory. The 
fre(|ueiicy range for flispeision is also discussed.
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§ 1
It is wdMciiowu fact that the velocity of sotiiul in a liquid varies with 
tcmijerature and the viscosity of the liquid also varies rapidly with temperature. 
'1 is known that the velocity of sound depends upon the nature of movement of 
I he molecules in a liquid and the viscosity of the liquid is dependent upon the 
nature of movement of the molecules under consideration. Both (sound velocity 
and viscosity) are known to be functions of the frequency of the molecules and 
their size. Then a relation may be expected between the two. 'i'he relation at 
fir.st might seem too complicated but a closer investigation results in a simple 
relation.
It is seen that the ratio
log V (where v is the velocity of sound in the
log(*i X 10' )^
liquid and >i the viscosity of the liquid at that temperature) works out to be a 
constant independent of fhe liquid and independent of the temperature. This is 
.shown by table I. The constant has a mean value of 1.2, where instead of using 
directly the value of we use »/ x lo'"’ , as *j is a small quantity generally.
Therefore we have
logiof'l 10®)
( l )
or
From this we get the relation
logio =  [log,n(»;x io®)]i.2  
V =  (»; X 10") ’ independent of temperature. (2)
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To make equivalence between dimensions of both sides of the relation there 
must be on one side of the equation a constant with the required dimensions. Thus
D =  ... (3)
where G i is a constant dependent on the nature of the liquid under con­
sideration. Taking logarithms on both sides of (3) we get
logio V ^
logioT’! lo'^] loRiolp X 10 ” ]
(4)
The above equation (4) will explain the small variation of the results in the 
last column of table I. In getting the results of table I, we have neglected and
have not considered the eJTect of log pt.M For ordinary licpiids considered
l o g u i f ’/ x  i o ‘' ] '
in Table I, the constant G i is very nearly equal to 1. Therefore the term 
containing G i will vanish and very nearly equals zero,
lint for liquids having a high viscosity and relatively low velocity of sound
tlic ratio — — will  not be in line with those of the other liquids like 
logiol>/x l o i
those of table 1. In such a case the constant G 1 will no more be nearly i but will 
be less than I  and small. Therefore the term containing in (4) will be negative 
and the resulting value of the ratio will be small.
In the case of liquids of small viscosity and a relatively large velocity of 
sound the constant G i will be large and the term containing G j in (<1) wdli have
large positive value theieby increasing the value of the ratio
lo g |o ( '/x io ’)
For ordinary liquids the constant being very nearly J , the effect of it is neglected 
and the value 1.22 or i i/ g  is evaluated,
The following table II show s the case of highly viscous liipiids like glycerine.
It will be seen from table II that for highly viscous substances the ratio 
attains a very low value.
Therefore w e can write the equation in the final form as
u h e rc  Cl is a c o n s ta n t .
1.1
v = Gij “ is)
Litjuid
j 'rempGratiirG j Velocity
]\felres/ser.
Viscosity log V
log (n X io<’l
’^ lyocrinc
! 1 
I j 85 ■5586
Carbon tetrachloride ! 1 935 .0096 •9963
i^utyl^nlcohol
i i 
1 1 13^ 5 ,0294 •89M
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§a P R O P A G A T I O N  OF S OUND I N L I Q U I D S
We can consider the propagation of sound in a liquid as due to a series of 
collisions between molecules initialed by the impinging wave. I e^t the sound 
wave in a liquid be divided into a number of parts each proportional to the 
intermoleciilar distance and let the total energy on the wave be divided into the 
same number of parts each proportional to the amplitude of the pari ; then each 
part of the sound wave will have its associated energy proportional to its ampli­
tude. If the wave reaches a molecule and the energy is absorbed by the molecule, 
the molecule will have an increased velocity to account for this increased energy. 
Then there will be an increase of the frequency of the molecule. Now assuming 
that at each vibralion the molecule of higher energy gives its excess of energy to 
the neighbouring molecule, il will be seen that one part of the .sound wave will 
travel the intermoleciilar distance (c ) in I/i'sec. If the sound wave be divided 
into :v parts then i parts or one wave will travel through Amo in i / h seconds, 
w'here n is the frequency of llie wave, which is the same as ; /v seconds.
Now the velocity of sound is given by
(6)
and
and from our assumption
.r „  V— or II------ — {7)
h’xo- =  \  ... (8)
where L- is the proportionality constant dependent on the liquid. Then we get
... (9)
... (io)
Assuming that
we get 
Now putting 
we get
r  =  kxiT.—
A
•V —  k v < y .
i/c/:
(T
?;/ TO 
I
k
V CO
O' f)
Combining this with (5). we get i/oc
(n)
(12)
(13/
(14)
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The Ihcorclical relation (13) above is seen to be true empirically also  ^ stu li 
dial the assumptions made in deriving (13) are essentially correct.
In deriving (13) it is assumed that the Ircciuency of a molecule is not changed 
\ ei v nmcii. This changed frequency (which frequency must be used instead of 
the normal frequency in derivuig (13) ) will not vary much from the normal 
Iretiueiicy of the molecules at that temperature. This change of frequency and 
its magnitude will be dependent niion the frequency of the sound wave. Theic- 
foie there will be dispersion of acoustic velocity at very high frequencies. The 
acoustic dispersion in the range we are considering will l)c very small and is 
tieglcctcd ill deriving (13). The dispersion will I)c larger when the acoustic 
frequency is comparable with tlie molecular frequency. Tlie theory ouiliued 
aI)ove is still in its earlier stages and has to be ])erfceted to give quantitative 
results about dispersion and acoustic frequejicy.
Ibom the above relations it is seen that much interesting facts can lie 
deduced. It is possible to derive an equation for the temperature change of 
\elocity of sound in liquids from ' 3 ) .  H y  advancing the theory proposed in S -  
to solids the author hopes to get valuable iiifoniialion.
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